Boston University partners with youth hockey groups for an unforgettable experience. Exclusive opportunities are available for teams to play on the same ice as the Terriers at Agganis Arena!

**PRE/POST-GAME SCRIMMAGE**

Play a one hour game at Agganis Arena against another team at your skill level. The experience is just like a collegiate hockey game with player introductions, scoring announcements, music, and much more.

**INTERMISSION SKATES**

Teams can have their four minutes of fame in between periods at a Boston University game in front of thousands of fans. Play a scrimmage or test your skills against your goalie in a shootout.

ALL experiences include a ticket to that day’s BU hockey game. For more information about pricing, availability, and reservations, call or email us today!

(617) 358-8697  
grpsales@bu.edu  
AGGANISARENA.COM